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Action Sought 

 Action Sought Deadline 

Minister of Finance 

(Hon Bill English) 

Sign the attached paper for EGI and 
lodge at Cabinet office. 

23 July 2009 

Associate Minister of Finance 

(Hon Simon Power) 

Note the contents of this report. 23 July 2009 

Contact for Telephone Discussion (if required) 

Name Position Telephone 1st Contact

Nic Blakeley Acting Manager, International [withheld – 
privacy] 

[withheld – 
privacy] 

 

[withheld – privacy] Analyst, International [withheld – 
privacy] 

   

 

Minister of Finance’s Office Actions (if required) 

Lodge the attached Cabinet paper and policy document at Cabinet office. 

Refer a copy of this report to the Ministers for Land Information and Regulatory Reform. 

 
 
 
 

Enclosure: Yes (EGI Paper:1303456, Policy document:1268418) 
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23 July 2009 IM5-3-2   

Treasury Report: Overseas investment review: Cabinet paper and 
policy document for lodging 

 
1. The Cabinet paper and policy document for the overseas investment review are 

attached and ready for your signature and lodging at Cabinet Office for consideration 
by Cabinet Economic Growth and Infrastructure (EGI) committee on Wednesday 29 
July. 

 
Three substantive changes have been made since the previous draft. 

2. Since the previous draft (T2009/1692 refers), we have made three changes in the 
substance of the policy recommendations: 

 
• Sensitive land hurdle.  As discussed with you, we have reworked the sensitive 

land test to comprise (i) drawing the investor’s attention to sensitive features and 
their obligations under other legislation, and (ii) providing for continuing and 
enhanced public walking access. 

 
• Reserve ‘national interest’ power.  As discussed with you, we have incorporated 

a reserve power for the Minister of Finance to decline an investment in significant 
business assets, in exceptional circumstances. 

 
• Dual threshold for definition of an overseas person.  Based on feedback through 

consultation, we have come to the view that the proposed dual threshold had a 
number of downsides and was unlikely to offer large benefits.  Downsides 
included potential avoidance opportunities, adding to the complexity of the Act 
and the difficulty of excluding fishing quota from the change.  On the other side, 
the reduction in applications would be unlikely to be large (up to 4%) and, as an 
alternative, more consideration could be given to the use of exemptions for 
particular investors under the existing exemption provisions in the Act. 

 
Seven government agencies have included a comment in the paper… 

3. Comments are included in the paper from MAF, the Walking Access Commission, 
MFAT, MCH, DoC, the OIO, and Investment NZ.  The proposed changes that are not 
supported by agencies are: 

 
• the new sensitive land test (MAF, MCH, DoC); 
• increasing the business screening threshold (MFAT); 
• the new reserve power (MFAT); and 
• not requiring consent for increasing an existing investment (OIO). 

 
…and RIAT has assessed the analysis as inadequate. 

4. RIAT finds that the analysis is not adequate according to the Cabinet’s agreed criteria 
for regulatory impact analysis and the expectations set out in the terms of reference.  In 
particular, it is not clear that: 

 
• the proposed changes accurately target the areas of genuine concern in the 

simplest and most cost-effective way; and 
• the risks of the proposed changes and implementation issues have been 

adequately identified. 
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We consider that the package will significantly improve the Act… 

5. Our overall view remains as indicated to you previously (T2009/1529 refers).  In short, 
within the bounds of the terms of reference, we consider that the proposed changes will 
result in significant improvements by simplifying the screening process for sensitive 
land in particular, removing a number of less sensitive investments from screening 
altogether, and reducing complexity in other areas.  

 
6. We think the new sensitive land test is significantly simpler than the existing benefit 

test, though the provision for walking access retains large flexibility for Ministers if they 
chose to use it.  An alternative you could consider through the Cabinet process is 
whether the test should involve a slightly lower hurdle of requiring continuation of 
existing informal arrangements, in line with New Zealand social norms, rather than 
requiring enhanced walking access. 

 
…but we have reservations about the new reserve power. 

7. As we have advised previously in relation to strategic assets (T2009/1382 refers), we 
do not see a strong case for a specific provision over and above the existing business 
investment test, and if there is such a provision, we would recommend that its scope is 
narrowed as far as possible and there be a very high hurdle for its use. 

 
8. In principle, the concept of declining an investment because it is not in New Zealand’s 

vital economic interests is perhaps uncontroversial.  In practice, however, the use of 
such a power will depend on the interpretation of the Minister at the time of what 
constitutes ‘vital’.  Further, given the uncertainty created in recent years from the 
Auckland Airport decision and new strategic assets provision, the creation of a new 
provision, even if circumscribed as far as possible and more similar to other countries’ 
provisions, is likely to perpetuate a degree of uncertainty. 

 
9. The existing ‘good investor’ test already provides a degree of flexibility if, for example, 

Ministers considered that the investor was not of good character.  You could test 
through the Cabinet process whether relying on the ‘good investor’ test could be 
sufficient, perhaps coupled with no change to the business screening threshold.  
Alternatively, you could test whether narrowing the scope of the reserve power to 
‘national security’, or limiting it to investments in certain sectors, could be considered. 

Recommended Action 

We recommend that you: 
 
a sign the attached paper for EGI and lodge it at Cabinet office; 
 
b refer a copy of this report to the Ministers for Land Information and Regulatory Reform. 
 
 Agree/disagree. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nic Blakeley 
Acting Manager, International 
for Secretary to the Treasury 
 

Hon Bill English 
Minister of Finance 


